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get caught,'' he said. ''I want the truth to be known. The lies have got to end.'' A Long Tan security guard has also been sacked and a Senate inquiry has been established to investigate the death. A private hire company representing the dead conscripts has insisted the army ''acted entirely in good faith'' in accepting the $2 million bill it had been given and in not passing on the costs to the men's families. ''I hope this can be a catalyst for all those who have been holding the truth back and holding back the others who may have the courage to speak the truth,''

he said.Edward Snowden is taking his crusade against the government and invasive surveillance technologies to the International Criminal Court. The former CIA agent is now asking the ICC to investigate the United States for its “crimes against humanity.” The criminal documents made public by Snowden have provided shocking insight into the scope and methods of the U.S. surveillance state. The 28,000 top secret documents revealed a massive federal spying effort across six U.S. federal agencies as well as international spying projects. ADVERTISEMENT
Documents from those agencies revealed that the U.S. Army Cyber Command is seeking to “set the example” through a new Department of Defense project. That project would “manage any encounter with an enemy that results in an exchange of information.” “An enemy who refuses to accept our informational advantage will be no match for us,” the document boasts. “We will organize, train, equip, and empower our civilian, military, and intelligence communities to dominate the information domain and create as much
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